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Terri Lyne Carrington brings drums to the fore 

 

Carrington: one of a long line of musicians who have liberated the drummer 

from the role of stolid timekeeper. … PHOTO CREDIT TRACY LOVE 
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ERIC MYERS 

 

It’s unusual for all eyes to be on the drummer at a jazz performance, but this 

was necessarily the case when the American virtuoso Terri Lyne Carrington 

performed last Saturday night. 

 

Carrington was joined by three outstanding Sydney musicians Sandy Evans 

(saxophones), Ben Hauptmann (guitar), and Jonathan Zwartz (bass), plus the 

expatriate New Zealander Aron Ottignon  (piano). In devising the program, she 

could have opted for straight-ahead, well-known jazz standards. Instead she 

paid her local collaborators the ultimate compliment, by choosing the sort of 
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difficult repertoire she might have performed with her own band in the US. 

Unsurprisingly the locals delivered in spades. 

 

Carrington is one of a long line of musicians who have liberated the drummer 

from the role of stolid timekeeper. With her  impressive armoury of colours and 

subtle polyrhythms, deployed around the kit, there was endless variety and 

interest in her playing. In a lesser drummer this approach can sound cluttered, 

but Carrington’s ability to integrate her sound into whatever else was happening 

in the band was uncanny. Her playing was busy, but beautiful.  

 

With such an expressive drummer, a dependable big bass sound was called for 

in the rhythm section. Here, one cannot speak too highly of Jonathan Zwartz. 

The grooves generated between him and Carrington were at times so awesome 

that, especially during the first set, dumbstruck audience members several times 

forgot to clap the solos.  

 

 
 

Bassist Jonathan Zwartz: the grooves generated between him and Carrington 

were awesome… PHOTO CREDIT ADRIAN VAUGHAN 

 

Carrington, not merely a drummer, included her own compositions, plus her 

arrangements of works by staple composers such as Coltrane and Ellington. 

Works by the latter were reimagined through the consciousness of a musician 

born in 1965, who has been highly influenced by the preponderant 8-feel musics 

in the air: rock, funk, soul, for example, as well as the traditional swing feel. 

 

There were splendid solos from all players, but the extra artistry of Aron 

Ottignon’s  piano improvisations caught the imagination. Here Carrington’s  

finesse was most vividly demonstrated. During his solos, she would initially 

bring the volume level down so that the classic sound of piano, bass and drums, 

the basic unit in jazz, could be heard at its best.  From the drums she was adept 

at anticipating and egging on the build-up and release of tension, and colouring  
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Pianist Aron Ottignon: the extra artistry of his piano improvisations caught the 

imagination… 

 

the music with a commentary that was so subtle and hip, that listeners 

surrendered to the flow of the music. 

 

 
 

Carrington: a commentary so subtle and hip, that listeners surrendered to the 

flow of the music…. 

 

Plaudits to the talented sound technician Anika Unsen, who provided 

impeccable sound at this performance.  


